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Hodge numbers of moduli spaces of stable
bundles on K3 surfaces

L. Göttsche D. Huybrechts

Very few higher dimensional symplectic Inanifolds are known. Beauville has shown

that the Hilbert schemes of points on a K3 surface are symplectic [BI]. Other examples

are provided by the lnoduli spaces of stable vector bundles on these surfaces [Mul].

Very often both spaces are closely related by abirational correspondence, but in general

they are not isomorphie ([Mu2], p. 167). Beauville also proved that all except one ofthe

deformation directions of the Hilbert scheIne are obtained by deforming the underlying

1<3 surface. It is natural to ask if in fact the moduli spaces are obtained by deforming

the Hilbert scheme in this extra direction. The aim of this paper is to show that for

sOine of the moduli spaces an important dass of deformation invariants, namely the

Hodge numbers, coincide with those of an appropriate Hilbert scherne. The following

theorem is proven:

Theorem: Let X be a KS surface, L a pri"mitive big and nef Une bundle and H
a generic po/arization. If M H(L, C2) denotes the modu/i space of rank two semi-stab/e

tOl'sion-free sheaves and din1 MIl(L, C2) > 8 then its llodge nUlnbers coincide with the
Hodge numbers 0/ the Jli/bert scheme 0/ I := 2C2 - ~2 - 3 points) i.e.

By a generic polarization we lnean a polarization which does not lie on any wall,

i.e. any H -semi-stable sheaf is stable. Note that by the smoothness criterion [Mu1]
the moduli space M 11 (L, C2) is smooth anel projcctive of dimension 4C2 - L2

- 6 if it is

non-empty. ~10reover, by dimension counting (cf. [T], len1ma 3.1, [O'G], prop. 7.2.1)

the moduli space of J-l-stable vector bundles is dense in MH( L, C2)' We would like
to mention that the Hodge numbers of the Hilbert scheme of points on a surface can

be expressed in terms of the Hodge numbers of the surface [GS, eh]. In fact, even

the Hodge structure is known. We would like to comparc the Hodge structure of the

moduli spaces and of the Hilbert scheInes, hut even in the special case dealt with in

section 1 we cannot prove that they coincide.

Dur work was Illotivated by a talk of J. Le Potier in Lambrecht in May 1994. In this

talk he explained how to use lnoduli spaces of coherent systems (or fralned modules) to
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compute the SU(2)- Donalclson polynomials for K3 surfaces. This was done before by

O'Grady by other methods [O'Gl]. We tried to use Le Poticr's approach to compute
the SO(3)-polynomials which turned out to be even easier. (In the meantime the
computation of them using O'Grady's method has appeared in [Na]. Therefore our
computation is not indudecl.) Then we realized that thc approach also works in the
context of this paper.

Notations: X will always be a projective ](3 surface.
PE - the Hilbert polynomial of a sheaf E.

MH(L, C2) - the mocluli spacc ofrank two vector bundles with determinant L E Pic(X)
and second ehern dass C2 which are tl-stable with respect to a polarization H.
M H(L, C2) - the moduli space of rank two torsion-free sheaves with determinant Land
second ehern dass C2 which are semi-stable with rcspect to [f.

MH(L, C2, 0,0) - moduli space of framed 1110dules (E, a : E --+ D), E locally free with
the given invariants, which are fl-stable with respect to 0 and H.
MH(L, C2, D, 0) - the moduli space of all semi-stable fratned nloclules.
If H = L we drop Ii in the 11otation.

1 A special case

In this section we prove the theorenl in the case that Pic(X) = Z . Land C2 = ~2 + 3.

1.1 The birational correspondence to the Hilbert scheme

Throughout this section we will assume that the Picard group is generated by an ample
line bundle L, i.e. Pic(X) = Z . L. Under this assumption a torsion-free sheaf with
determinant L is J.l-stable if anel only if it is p-semi-stable.

For the convenience of the reader we recall the stability conelition for framed modules

([HL]): Let 0 = 01 . n + 00, D E Pic(X) and E be a torsion-free rank two sheaf. A
framed module (E, a) consists of E and a non-trivial homomorphism a : E --+ D. It

is (selni- )stable if PKera ('~) PE /2 - 0/2 anel for all rank one subsheaves M c E the

inequality PA1('~)PE/2+ 0/2 holels.
In fact, any senli-stable fra1ned module is torsion-free. In [HL] it was shown that there
exists a coarse projective moduli space of semi-stable framed Illodules.

Lemma 1.1 Let D = Land 0 < 01 < L 2
• Then a franwd module (E, a) is p-stable

if and only if E is tl-stable. The moduli space MH(L, C2, D, 0) is independent of the

specijic 0 in this range.

Proof: Let (E, Ci) be seIlli-stable, then p,(!v!) ::; L 2 /2 +01/2 for all AI = L0n ® I z CE.
Thus nL2 ::; L2 /2 + 01 < L2

, i.e. 11 < 1. Hence E is J.l-stable. If E is fL-stable, then
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(E, 0:) is p-stable if p(Kera) < L2/2 - 01/2. But writing Ker(a) = L~m ® Iz and using

the stabilty of E we conclude n < 1. Hence fl(Kera) ~ 0 < L2 /2 - 01/2. The seeond

statement follows immediately. 0

Heneeforth 0 is chosen as in the le1nma. Note that as for sheaves also for framed

modules fl-stability is equivalent to p-seIni-stability. Tt ean also be shown that both

moduli spaees /Y/(L, C2, L, 0) anel J\t[(L, C2) are fine. The universality property of the

moduli spaee induees a morphisn1

Note that by the previous lemma thc fibre of <p over [E] is iSOlnorphic to IP(Hom( E, L)).

Len1n1a 1.2 1/ C2 ~ L2/2 +3) then <p is sU1jective.

Proof: It suffiees to show that for a p-stable veetor bundle E there is always a

non-trivial homomorphisI11 E --t L. Sinee Hom(E, L) = JIO(X, E) and H 2 (X, E) ~

HO(X, E*) = 0 by the st.ability of E, the Riemann-Roch-Hirzebruch formula X(E) =

L2/2 - C2 + 4 shows that under the assumption hO(X, E) > O. 0

Lemma 1.3 Let f'.l( L, C2, L, 0) be the set of a/l (E, a) E A1(L, C2, L, 0) such that Ker(a) ~
Ox. lt is a closed suhset) which contains al/ stable pairs (E, a) with E locally free.

Proof: If E is locally free, then Ker(a) has to be locally [ree. By stability it IS

thus isomorphie to Ox. lV(L, C2, L, 0) is closed, since Ker(a) ~ Ox if and only if

length(Coker(a)) = C2, Le. if the length is maxilnalj this is a closed condition. 0

Under the eondition of 1.2 we have a surjective Inorphism

By 1.3 any framed Inodule (E, a) E N(L, C2, L, 0) sits in an extension

o--+ Ox ----t E ~ I z ® L ----t 0,

where I z is the ideal sheaf of a eodin1ension two cycle of length C2' Thus we can define

a morphism

7/J : N(L, C2, L, 0) --+ flilbC'l (X)

by mapping (E, a) to [Coker(a)].

Lemma 1.4 'lj; is sU1jective, ij C2 ~ L2/2 +3.
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Proof: It is enough to show that Ext 1(Iz (SI L,CJx ) i- 0 for all Z E lIilbC2 (X). By

the assumption hO(X, Llz) - hO(X, L) 2:: 1. Thus h1(L 0 Iz ) 2:: 1. Now use Ext 1(Iz 0
L, CJx ) !::: H 1(.y, /z 0 L)*. 0

We have seen that any (E, a) E N(L, C, L, 0) induces an exact sequence

o--t CJx --t E~ I z 0 L~ O.

Conversely, any section s E IIO(X, E) of E E M( L, c) gives a homomorphism a

E --+ L with Ker(a) ~ CJx . Thus the fibre of r.p : f.l(L,c, [,0) --+ M(L,c) over [E]
is isomorphicto JP(HO(X,E)). III fact, f\l(L,c,L,o) can be identified with Le Potier's
moduli space of coherent systems of rank Olle [LP].

The picture we get in the case C2 ~ C := L2 /2 + 3 is described by the following
diagram.

N(L, c, L, 0)

M(L,c)

Both morphisms r.p alld 'tj; are birational. This is due to the fact that for the generic
[Z] E HilbC(X) the restriction map HO(X, L) --+ HO(X, L z ) is injective and hence

ht (X, Jz '9 L) = 1. This shows that 'IjJ is generically an isomorphism. Since the fibres
of r.p are connected and both spaces are of the saIne diInension, also r.p is birational.
Note that in partintlar the moduli space M(L, c) is irreducible.
Results about birationality of certain Inoduli spaces and corresponding Hilbert sehemes
have been known for SOll1e tinle, e.g. Zuo has shown that AIH (CJx, n2 H2 +3) is bira
tional to Hilb2n'JH2+3(X) (cf. [Z)). The moc!ttli spaces of framed modules make this

relation more explicit. They are used in the next section to show that the Hodge num
bers of the moduli space anel thc Hilbert scheInes coincicle.

1.2 Comparison of the Hodge numbers

First, we recall the notion of virtual Hodge polynomials [D], [eh].
For any quasi-projeetive variety X there cxists a polynonüal e(X, x, y) with the follow
ing properties:

i) If X is smooth and projective then

e(X,x,y) = h(X,-x,-y):= I:(-l)P+qhP,q(X)xPyq.
p,q

ii) If Y C X is Zariski closed and U its cOlnplcment then

e(X, ~c, y) = e(Y, x, y) + e(U, x, V).
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iii) If X --+ Y is a Zariski locally trivial fibre bundle with fibre F then

e(X: x, y) = e(Y, x, y) . e(F, x, V).

iv) If X --+ Y is a bijective ITIorphisITI then e(X, x, y) = e(Y, x, V).

In particular, if
Z

X Y

is a diagram of quasi-projective varieties, where both 1110rphisms are bijective to IPn 

bundles, then e(X, x, y)·e(IPn , x, y) = e(Z, x, y) = e(Y, x, y).e(lPn , x, V). Hence e(X, x, y) =
e(Y, x, V).
The idea to prove that M(L,e) and lfilbC(X), with c := ~2 + 3, have the same

Hilbert polynomial is to stratify both by locally closed subsets lvI(L, eh and I-lilbC(X)k
such that the birational correspondence given by the ITIoduli space of framed mod

ules induces IPk- 1 -bundles N(L, c, L, O)k --+ lv/(L, C)k and N(L, c, L, 0h --+ HilbC(X)k.
One coneludes e(M(L, C)k' x, y) = e(IJilbC(Xh, x, y) and hence e(AI(L, c), x, y) =
Lk e(M(L, eh, x, y) = Lk e(lfilbC(Xh, x, y) = e(IIilbC(X), x, v)·

"\fe first deflne the stratification.

Definition 1.5 HilbC(Xh := {[Z} E HilbC(X) I h1(X, Iz ® L) = k}
N(L, c, L, oh := 'lj;-l(HilbC(Xh)
M(L, ch := cp(/\'(L, c, L, 0h)

Using the universal subscheme Z C X x HilbC(X) with the two projections p and q to

X and HilbC(X), resp., and the selni-continllity applied to the sheaf Iz ® p*(L) and

the projcction q it is easy to see that this defines a stratification into locally elosed

subsehernes. All strata are given the reduced induced structure.

"\fe want to show that both morphisms

and

N(L, c, L, O)k --+ M( L, eh

are bijective to IPk_ 1-bundles. In fact, they are IPk- 1 - bllndles, hut by property iv) of

the virtual Hodge polynomials we only need the bijectivity.

Definition 1.6 Let A k := 'lr*(t'k) , where'lr : j\T(L,c,L,oh X X --+ l\l(L,c,L,o)k de
notes the projeetion and [k l:S the restrietion 01 the universal sheaf E., and let Bk :=

t'xt~ ((1z )k ® p*( L), 0 x) be the relative Ext-shea!, where (Izh denotes the restrietion
of Iz to HilbC(X)k X X
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Lemma 1.7 Ak und Bk are loeally fl'ce shcaves on M(L, eh and HilbC(X)k, rcsp., and

compatible with base change, i.e. Ak([E]) ~ HO(X, E) and Bk([Z]) ~ Ext 1(Iz0L, Ox).

Proof: By definition alld using Serre-duality we see that flilbC(X)k = {ZI dimExe(lz0
L, Ox) = k} and that it is reduced. Thus the claim for Bk follows immediately from

the base change theorem for global Ext-groups [BPS]. In order to prove the assertion

for Ak it suffices to show that A1(L, ch = {E IhO(X, E) = k}. Consider the exact

sequence

o--+ CJx --+ E --+ lz 0 L --+ O.

Then E E M(L, C)k if and only if h1(X, Iz ® L) = k if and only iE hO(X, Iz 0 L) = k-1

if and only if hO(X, E) = k. 0

The kernel of the universal franlecl mod ule on lV(L, c, L, 0) xX restricted to N (L, c, L, 0)k
induces a morphism to IP(A k ) which is obviously bijcctive. Analogollsly, by the univer
sality of IP(B k ) (cL [La]) the universal framed module over N(L, c, L, 0) x X completed

to an exact sequence alld restricted to the stratUl11 induces a bijective ll10rphisiTI of

N(L, c, L, 0h to IP(Bk)'

We summarize:

Proposition 1.8 If X is a J(3 sur/ace with Pic(X) = Z . Land C2 = L2 /2 + 3 > 3
then hp ,q(M(L,C2)) = hP,q(HilbC'l(X)). 0

Both manifolds M(L, C2) anel HilbC2 (X) are symplectic. One might conjecture that

in general two birational symplectic ITIanifolds have the same Bodge numbers Ol' even

iSOITIOrphic Bodge structures, hut we clon't know how to prove this.

2 The general case

By deforming the unclerlying 1(3 surface the proof of the theorem is rcduced to the

case considered in section 1.

2.1 Deformation of K3 surfaces

The following two statelnents about the existence of certain deformations of a given

K3 surface will be neecled.

2.1.1 Let X be a !(S sU'lface, L E Pic(X) a primitive nef and big line bundle. Then
there exists a smooth connected fa'mily X --+ S of J(3 surfaces and a line bundle [, on
,,1' such that:

. Xo :: X and .co ~ L.
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· Pic(Xd = Z . Lt J01' all t f:. 0 (Lt is automatically ample).

Proof: The nloduli space of primitive pseudo-polarized K3 surfaces is irreducible

([B2J). Since any even lattice of index (1, p -1) with p ~ 10 can be realized as a Picard

group of a 1<3 surface ((Ni],[Mor]) the generic pseudo-polarized K3 surface has Picard
group Z. 0

2.1.2 Let X be a [(3 surJace whose Picard group is gcnerated by an ample Une bundle

L, i.e. Pic(X) = Z· L. Further"more, let d ~ 5 be an integer'. Then {here exists a smooth
conneeted Jamily .l' --+ S oJ [(3 sU'ljaces and a line bundle l.. on .l' such thai:

· (.l'tol Lto) ~ (X, L) JOT S01ne point to E S \ {O}.

· Pic(Xt ) ~ Z . Lt JOT all t f:. O.

· Pic(Xo) = z· La EB Z . D, where D is 1'epresented by a s1nooth r'ationa/ curve, both

line bundles La and Lo(2D) are alnp/e and p1'ünitive and the intersection mal1'i,'t is

(
L2 d )
d -2

Proof: Again we use the irreducibility of the moduli space of primitive polarized

K3 surfaces. The existence of a tripie (,,1'0, l..01 D) with ample L01smooth rational D
and the given intersection form was shown by Oguiso [Og]. It relnains to show that

Lo(2D) is ample. Obviously, l..0(2D) is big and for any irreducible curve C =!= D the

strict inequality (Lo(2D)).C > 0 holds. The assumption on cl implies (Lo(2D)).D > O.
Note that the extra assumption L2 ~ 4 in [Og] is only needed for the very aInpleness

of l..o which we will not use. 0

2.1.3(a) Let X be a [(3 sU1jace whose Pica1'd grou]> is generated by an amp/e line

bundle L, i.e. Pic(X) = Z . L. IJ L2 > 2 there exists a smooth conneeted Jamily

,,1' --+ S 0/ /(3 surJaces and a line bundle L on "Y such thal:

· (XtOll..tO) ~ (X, L) Jor sonte point t o E S \ {O}.

· Pic(Xt ) ~ Z . Lt Jor alt t =!= O.

· Pic(Xo) = Z . La EB Z . D, where both /ine bundles La and Lo(2D) are amp/e and
primitive and the inte'rsection lnatrix is

(~2 ~ )
2.1.3(b) Ij we assume that L2 > 6 we have the salne res'll/t as in (a) with "Lo(2D)

is ample" 1'eplaced by "Lo( -2D) is am,ple".

Proof: For both parts we need to prove the existence of a tripie (Xo, H, D) with

ample and primitive Hand fl(2D), such that D2 = 0, H.D = 1 and H2 = 2n > 2
for given n. By the results of Nikulin we can find a 1<3 surface with this intersection
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form. It reInains to show that EI and EI(2D) can be chosen anlplc. We can assume

that H E C+, i.e. H is in the positive cOInponent of the positive cone (if necessary

change (H, D) to (-li, -D)). 'vVe check that H is not orthogonal to any (-2) dass,

i.e. for any 8 := aH + bD (a, b E Z) with 82 = a2 H 2 + 2ab = -2 we have H.J =I O.
Ir H were orthogonal to 8 this would imply that aH2+ b = O. Hence _a2H2 = -2
which contradicts H2 > 2. Thus J! is contained in achamber. Since the Weyl group

WXo' which is generatecl by thc reflection on the walls, acts transitivelyon the set of

chambers, we find a E 11!xo such that a(H) is contained in the chamber {w E C+ Iwo >
ofor all effective (-2) classes ö}. Applying a to (H, D) we can in fact assume that

J! is contained in this chamber. On a 1<3 surface thc cffective divisors are generated

by the effective (-2) classes anel C+ \ {O}. On both sets !f is positive. Thus H is
ample. In order to prove that also H(2D) is ample we show that D is effective and

irreducible. This follows from the Riemann-Roch-I-Iirzebruch formula X(O(D)) = 2,
which implies D 01' - D effective, and H.D = 1. Thus C. D 2:: 0 for any curve C. Thus
lJ(2D).C > O. Since 1!(2D) is big we conelude that If(2D) is muple. To prove (a)

we choose H2 := L2 and use the irreducibility of the Inoduli space to show that (X, L)
degenerates to (Xo, If). Defining.co := H this proves (a). In order to prove (b) we

fix (H(2D))2 := L2 anel let (X, L) degenerate to (Xo, H(2D)). The assumption on H
translates to L2 > 6. 'vVitb Lo := H(2D) we obtain (b). 0

2.2 Deformation of the moduli space

We start out with the following

Lemma 2.1 Let E be a simple vector b'llndle on a 1(3 s7.l1jace S1LCh that L := det(E) is
big. The joint deformations 0/ E and X are unobstr'llcted, i.e. Def(E, X) is smooth.
Moreove1', DeJ(E, X) -+ Def(X) and DeJ(L, X) -+ Def(X) haue the sa1ne image.

Proof: Tbe infinitesimal deformations of a hundle E together with its underlying man

ifold X are paramatrized by H1(X, DÖ(E)), where D~(E) is the sheaf of differential
operators of order::; 1 with scalar sYInbol. The obstructions are elements in the second

cohomology of this sheaf. Using the symbol map we have a short exact sequence

o --+ End(E) --+ 'Dci(E) --+ IX --+ O.

Its long exact cohoDlology sequence

compares the defornlations of E, X, and (E,X). In particular, if E is simple the trace

homomorphism H 2 (X, End(E)) -+ H 2 (X, Ox) is bijective and the composition with

the boundary map J[l(X, IX) -+ JJ2(X, End(E)) is the cup-product with cl(E). Since
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there is exaetly one direetion in whieh a big and ncf line bundle L eannot be deforrned

with X the eup-produet with cl(L) = cl(E) is surjeetive. Thus Hl(X,D~(E)) -t

H1(X, Tx) is onto the algebraie deformations of X and 1{2(X, D~(E)) vanishes. D

The following leIulna will be needed for the next proposition. Its prüof is quite
similar to what we will use to provc the theoreln.

Lemma 2.2 1f Pie(X) = Z· LJ then M(L, C2) is irreducible fo1' dirn M(L, C2) = 4C2"

L2
- 6 > 8.

Proof: 1st step: First, we show that MH(L , ~'l + 3) is irredueible whenever L is an

ample line bundle on a K3 surfaee.

By a result of [Q] the IllOduli spaees AIH(L, ~2 +3) and ML(L, ~'l +3) are birational. In

partieular, the number of irredueible eomponents is the same. '.;Ve consider a deforma

tion as in 2.1.1. The corresponding family of moeluli spaces Mct(,C t , ~2 + 3) is proper

and by lemma 2.1 every stable hundle on X can be deformed to a stable bundle on any

nearby fibre. This shows that 1\1Cü (.co, ~'l + 3) has as many irreelllcible components as

~1Ct:;o!O (L:t-,fo, ~2 + 3), whieh is irredlleible.
2nd step: Assunle e := C2 - ~2 - ~1 > 0 alld L2 > 2. We apply 2.1.3(a). By the

same arguments as above we obtain that the number of irredueible eomponents of

M(L, C2) is at most the number of irreducible C0111pOnents of MCo (.Co, C2)' Again us

ing [Q] we know that At! (,0 (.Co, C2) is birational to 1\1Co(2D)(L:o, C2)' The Ii-stable part

of the latter is isomorphie to the fl-stahle part of 1'1Co(2D)(.co(2D), C2 + 1). We have

(L:o(2D))2 = L2 + 4 > 2 anel C2 + 1 - (Co(~D))2 - 3 = e - 1. Therefore we obtain

by induction over e and step 1 that 1'1('o(2D)( L:o(2D), C2 +1) is irreducible. Since the
locally ffee f-l-stable sheaves are dense in the lnodllli spaces, this accomplishes the proof

in this case.

3rd step: Here we asslllne that e := C2 - ~2 - 3 < O. By assumption 4C2 - L2
- 6 :2: 10.

Hence C2 :2: 6 and L 2 > 6. Now we apply 2.1.3(b). The same arguments as in the

previous step show that thc number of irrcducible components of M( L, C2) is at most
that of M Co(-2D)(L:O( -2D), C2 - 1). Since C2 - 1 - (.co(-2

2D
))'l - 3 = e + 1, we ean use

induetion over -e and step 1 to show the irreducibility in this ease.

4th step: It remains to consider the case L2 = 2. Here we apply 2.1.2 with d = 5. As

above we eonclude that the number of irreducible eomponents of !ll(L, C2) is at most

that of lvICo(2D)(.co(2D), C2 +3). Since (.co(2D))2 = L2 +20 - 8 = 14 we ean eonclude

by step 2 or 3. 0

Mukai seems to know that all rnoduli spaces of rank two bundles on a K3 surfaee

are irreducible ([Mu2], p. 157). Since we could not find a proof of this in the literature

we decided to include the above lenllna.

Let X be a K3 surface anel L a line bundle on X. For any C2 there exists a eoarse
moduli spaee M~(L, C2) of silnple sheaves of rank two with determinant Land second
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ehern class C2' A1~(L, C2) can be realized as a non-separated algebraic space ([AK],

[KO]). For any polarization H such that H -semi-stabilty ilnplies fI -stability the

projective manifold A1H(L, C2) is an open subset of A1~(L, C2)'

Note that in the case that Pic(X) = Z . Land H = L any siInple vector bundle is
in fact slope stable. For sheaves the situation is more cornplicated.

Now let (X, L:) ---+ S be a family of K3 surfaces with a line bundle .c on X over a
smooth curve S. By [AK], [1<0] there exists a relative moduli space of simple sheaves,
Le. there exists an algebraic space A'1~(.c, C2) and a InorphisI11 from it to S such that

the fibre over a point t E S is isoillorphic to M ~CCt, C2)' By a result of Mukai the fibres
are smooth [Mul]. Lemma 2.2 shows that for a falnily (X,.c) -t S both M~(L:,C2)
and M~(L:,C2) ---+ S are SIllooth (at least over the locally free sheaves).
For the following we want to asSUlne that Pic(Xd 9:' Z . L: t for t =I- 0 and L:; > O.
To shorten notation we denote by Z* ---+ S* the restrietion of a family Z ---+ S to
S· := S \ {O}.

Proposition 2.3 Assu'me that A1.ct(L:t, C2) is i1'1'educible /01' t =I- O. Then for any
generic ample H E Pic( Xo) there exists a smooth p1'oper jamily Z ---+ S of projeetive
maniJolds such that Z· ---+ S" has fibres !v!c't(L:t , C2) und the fib're over 0 is isomorphie
to M H(L:01 C2)' (aThe 1noduli spaces for different H cannot be separated")

Proof: By M(L:, c2t --+ S· we denote the family of the moduli spaces A1(L: tl C2). It is
proper over S· and the fibres are srllooth and irreducible.

Claim: If [E] E 1\1 s CCO,C2) is a point in the closure To of }vt~(L:,e2)"' \ M(L:,C2)*
in M~(L:, C2), then E is not sen1i-stable with respect to any polarization I{: Selni

continuity shows that a point E in the closure has a subsheaf of rank one with deter
minant L:~n with 11, > O. Hence it is not selni-stable with respect to any polarization.

The set Tl of simple sheaves [E] E 1'1[$(L:o, C2) which are not stable with respect to H is

a closed subset of )vt~(L:, C2)' vVe define Z to be the cornplelnent of the union of To and
Tl in M~(L:, C2)' lt is an open subset of M~(L:,C2)' The fibres mcet thc requirements
of the assertion.
Claim: Z is separated: Any simple sheaf on any of the fibres 'Yt can also be regarded as
a simple coherent sheaf on the cOlnplex space .1:'. Thus Z is a subspace of the space of
all simple sheaves on X. In order to show that two points are separated in Z it suffices
to separate them in the bigger spacc. Now we apply the criterion of [KO] which says
that if two silnple coherent sheaves are not separated then there exists a non-trivial

homomorphism between them. Since any two sheaves parametrized by Z are either

supported on different fibres 01' stahle with respect to the same polarization, this is

excluded.
Thus Z is aseparated with compact irrcducible fibres over S·. Take a locally free
E E M H(L, C2) and consider a. neighbourhood of it in A-1"(L: , C2)' By the arguments
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above this neighbourhood contains locally free simple sheaves on all the nearby fibres.

Hence we can assllIne that all these sheaves on /1:'t:;:o are stahle, since Pic( ;\:'t) = Z . Lt
for t =J. O. This implies the connecteclness of Z. Thus Z ---+ S is proper and sn100th.D

I

Proof of the theorenl: i) We first show that the result of section 1 generalizes
to the case where we drop the assumption that L generates Pic(X). This is done as

- (,2
follows. By applying 2.3 to adeformation of the type 2.1.1 one sees that AirCt (Lt, =t+3)
is adeformation of MH( L, ~2 + 3) for generic Ir. Since Hodge numbers are invariant
nnder deformations, both spaces have the same Hodge numbers. Those of the second

were compared in section 1 with the Hodge numbers of the appropriate Hilbert scheme.
By the same trick we can always reduce to the case where the Picard group is generated
by L, in particlllar we can assume that L is ample.

ii) By applying 2.3 to adeformation of type 2.1.2, 2.1.3(a) 01' 2.1.3(b) we see that

M(L, C2) is adeformation of 1\1H([.O, C2) for genel'ic H. Since Il-stabilty does not

change nuder twisting by Ene bundles we have 111H(Lo, C2) ~ MH (Lo(2D), C2 +Lo.D +
D2

) (or M H(Lo( -2D), C2 - Lo.D +D2
) in case 2.1.3(b)). The proof of lemnla 2.2 shows

that by applying 2.1.2, 2.1.3(a) anel 2.1.3(b) repeatedly we can reduce to the situation

f ') . L
2 3Ol, l.e. C2 = 2"" + . 0

Corollary 2.4 Let X be an arbitrary K3 surface and L a IJ'ri"mitive big and nef fine
bundfe. As long as a pofarization H does notlie on any wall, all deformation invariants,
e.g. Hodge- and Betti numbe1's) of 1\1H(L, C2) are independent 0/ H. 0

For similar results compare [G].
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